LTS presents

Gaming Better Grades

High School Curriculum
Timely Intervention & Enrichment
to facilitate College & Career Readiness
These shifts are intended to shape students for success in both college and careers,
so they can be knowledgeable, competent and confident in their futures.

End of Course Content for Reading & Mathematics
For high school students, Stride Connect oﬀers end of course content in reading and
mathematics aligned to the CCSS, including: Algebra I & II, Geometry, English I, II & III.

In Mathematics:
• Students will engage in foundational practice in algebra and geometry concepts.

CONTINUE READING

In Reading:
• Text complexity is measured for each passage, using validated readability
methods to ensure vocabulary and word count are grade-level appropriate.
• Passages are longer and complex, between 1,500 and 2,000 words.
• Students will practice key skills, such as: inferring, drawing conclusions,
identifying main ideas, and summarizing.

Introducing Real-Life Applications for Key Concepts
Stride Connect high school content initiates independent thinking and conversations
about relevant issues in society today. And, it presents problems and activities that are
applicable to everyday life at home or in a community.

High School Reading

High School Mathematics

Informational passages about relevant topics and
issues in Science & Technology and Social Studies,
such as:

Problems presenting opportunities
for real-life modeling:

• Hurricane Sandy
• Social Networking
• Immigration Laws

Literary pieces from enduring authors, like:

• Managing a bank account: investing and
earning interest
• Working with measurements and scale
drawings
• Finding averages in order to find the
grade needed on a test

• William Shakespeare
• Louisa May Alcott
• Mark Twain

Singular, Sophisticated Game Play
for Unmatched Learning Excitement
Stride Connect games are unparalleled in the educational technology
sector. Superior graphic quality in games from diverse genres – arcade,
physics, logic, sports – set the student experience apart from any other
edugaming program for high school. Available on tablets, PCs and Macs
for anytime online access.
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